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MARLEY’S 66TH

ROB ZOMBIE

‘KINETIC POETICS’

No Marley, no cr y: Can it be Bob
Marley’s birthday again already? Indeed,
the great icon of reggae would have
turned 66 on Sunday and Moe’s Alley is
celebrating with a reggae jam featuring
Laza Morgan, Mobay Prodigal and Norris
Man, all starting at 9 p.m. Details: www.
moesalley.com

Sensitive types and the pious might want to stay
indoors Sunday, given that Rob Zombie is planning
to unleash the forces of rock wickedness on the
Catalyst crowd. The performer and ﬁlmmaker, who
has just released his new ‘Hellbelly Deluxe, Vol.
2,’ is not exactly known for his softer side. Check
him out, if you dare. Details: www.catalystclub.
com

It’s being billed as the world’s largest
collegiate poetr y festival, featuring
three nights of live poetry performance
from many local poets, including Khary
Jackson, Baraknoel Mumbles and Dusty
Rose, Sunday, Monday and Tuesday at
Porter Dining Hall at UC Santa Cruz.
Details: www.kineticpoetics.com.
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Man of
constant
sorrow
Bardem shines through
the dimness of ‘Biutiful’
By WALLACE BAINE
wbaine@santacruzsentinel.com

SHMUEL THALER/SENTINEL

Photographer Jana Marcus has found public support for making her portraits of transgender people into a new book, set to be released in the summer.

DREAMS
MEET
REALITY

SC COUNTY ARTISTS ARE FINDING PUBLIC SUPPORT FOR THEIR
PROJECTS IN THE HOT INTERNET PHENOMENON OF ‘MICROPATRONAGE’
By WALLACE BAINE
wbaine@santacruzsentinel.com

The traditional gate-keeper function of the starmaker industries – mainly publishing, recording
and film – has famously been eroded and usurped
by the Internet, mostly to the benefit of consumers.
Now, at least one website has turned the democratic chaos and market-driven technology toward
the creative producers of art.
It’s called Kickstarter (www.kickstarter.com),
and it brings those with a great idea for a book,
album, movie or other project together with those
who could provide the funds to make those dreams
happen. Left out of the equation is the Manhattan
and/or Hollywood green-lighters who stand astride
the bottle neck between artists and the public.
Welcome to the world of “micropatronage.”
Take, for instance, the story of local photographer Jana Marcus, who has toured and shown in
galleries around the country with her compelling
portraits of transgender people titled “Transfigura-

ON THE NET
www.kickstarter.com

To learn more about the artists:
www.janamarcus.com
www.audiafauna.com
tions.” Great idea for a book, right? Marcus thought
so. Publishers, not so much.
“I just got so tired of publishers balking at this
project and not being willing to take a chance on
it, just because of the subject matter,” said Marcus,
who turned to Kickstarter to assess the feasibility
of producing a book herself. “I really just thought,
‘Let’s see what happens.’”
She asked donors for a minimum of $8,000. In 10
days, she reached that goal. Her running tally has
reached $11,000 with a deadline of Feb. 23. She estiSEE KICKSTARTER ON D2

Copy editors still smarting over
last year’s “Inglourious Basterds”
are shocked that the Oscar nominations again include a film with a
brazenly misspelled title. But “Biutiful” — nominated for Best Foreign
Language Film and Best Actor for
star Javier Bardem — is due a bit of
forgiveness on that front. The title
comes from a word scrawled on a
child’s drawing taped to a refrigerator — a child, we must add, whose
primary language is Spanish.
It’s a fleeting moment of crushing irony, given that life is anything
but “biutiful” for the child and her
father, a troubled man named Uxbal
(Bardem) who struggles to cobble
together a less-than-honest living in
contemporary Barcelona.
Uxbal’s life is an evolving nightmare. He brings home the bacon to
his cramped apartment by conning
the grief-stricken and by exploiting Asian laborers, but his sense
of decency is intact enough that his
SEE BIUTIFUL ON D2

FILM REVIEW
‘BIUTIFUL’

★★★

DIRECTED BY: Alejandro Gonzalez
Iñárritu
STARRING: Javier Bardem, Maricel
Alvarez, Eduard Fernandez
LANGUAGE: In Spanish, with English
subtitles
RATING: R for disturbing images,
profanity, some sexual content,
nudity and drug use
LENGTH: 2 hours, 27 minutes
THEATERS: The Nickelodeon

A masterpiece
of comedy
and empathy
By WALLACE BAINE
wbaine@santacruzsentinel.com
There is no one more masterful
with the sharply observed cinematic
character study than British filmmaker Mike Leigh. His particular
gift is in presenting desperately
unhappy contemporary people with
just the right balance of comedy and
compassion, such as the angry driving instructor in “Happy Go Lucky,”
the frantic birth-mother in “Secrets
and Lies” and the seething, chainsmoking younger sister in “Life is
Sweet.”
Into that pantheon now steps Mary
(Lesley Manville), the show-stealing
co-star of Leigh’s latest little jewel
SEE YEAR ON D2

FILM REVIEW
‘ANOTHER YEAR’

★★★★

CONTRIBUTED PHOTO

The Santa Cruz band Audiafauna has successfully turned a Kickstarter campaign into funding for a new album.

DIRECTED BY: Mike Leigh
STARRING: Lesley Manville, Jim
Broadbent, Ruth Sheen
RATED: PG-13 for some
objectionable language
LENGTH: 2 hours, 9 minutes
THEATERS: The Nickelodeon
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With ‘Transﬁgurations,’ photographer Jana Marcus helps us see something that might otherwise be ignored, or worse yet, misunderstood.

KICKSTARTER
Continued from D1
mates the book will cost about $14,000 to
publish. She has enlisted San Francisco
book designer Mark Ong to design the
project. Any money received over her
costs, she said, will go to Ong and other
contributors who are donating their services. The book will go to press in March.
It should be on the market, she said, by
summer.
The Santa Cruz band Audiafauna
decided to turn to Kickstarter to fund a
new album. They also set a goal of $8,000
in a fund drive that ended earlier this
week. Audiafauna has amassed pledges
of close to $9,000.
“We had 120 different people pledge
some kind of support, whether it was $1
or $10,” said the group’s guitarist and
keyboardist Krikor Andonian. “One person donated $1,000.”
Kickstarter works on an all-or-nothing funding basis. Participants come up
with an appropriate figure that will be
sufficient to bring the project to fruition.
If the pledges don’t meet that goal in a set
amount of time, the artist gets nothing.
This protects investors from pledging to
projects not appealing enough to attract
sufficient funding, and provides a disincentive for artists of asking for more than

what they need.
“You have to be really strategic about
it,” said Andonian. “We asked for $8,000.
But I could spend $20,000 or even $100,000
on making a great record. You don’t want
to ask for too much. You only ask for
what it will take to get the thing accomplished.”
Marcus said that Kickstarter works
best for those who already have a mailing
list or other base of support from which
to draw. Marketing the project is still up
to the artist. “It’s a hub, a place to bring
together donor and art projects.”
“I wouldn’t suggest bands just starting
out to do this,” said Audiafauna’s Andonian. “It really helps to already have a
solid fan base.”
The Kickstarter sales pitch consists of
at least two crucial elements. The first
is a video, posted on the site, in which
the artists can speak directly to potential donors, spell out their idea and their
plans for it and, at least in the case of performers, to demonstrate what it is the
donors are being asked to paid for.
“The video is a very important part
of the process,” said Andonian. “It’s the
only thing people are going to see of what
you’re proposing to do.”
The other element is a system of
rewards for donors from the artists,
which can rank from a simple formal
thank-you message to particular services rendered. For her project, Jana Mar-

cus is offering several levels of thankyous, depending on the amount pledged,
including a copy of the new book (for $50
or more) and a personal photo shoot to
take place in Santa Cruz ($2,000). Audiafauna is offering CDs, T-shirts and personal rooftop performances.
Kickstarter embraces a wide range
of artistic pursuits including comedy,
design, technology, games, fashion and
writing. And the projects do not have to
result in a tangible product. Santa Cruz
pianist Rebecca Stuhlbarg is using Kickstarter to fund a couple of recitals. The
site charges a percentage fee for its services, but makes no claim on the ownership or rights of the finished product.
“I was really optimistic about it,” said
Andonian. “It’s hard. You’re really vulnerable setting yourself out there for the
judgment of the world. But my expectations were that our fans would come
through for us and it’s really empowering. It motivates us to make something
really good.”
“I’m just really blown away by it,” said
Marcus of the support for “Transfigurations.” “Photography books are so expensive to produce and that’s why there’s so
few of them out there. If Annie Leibovitz
were to do this, she’d get published in
a second. But I’m no celebrity. I’m just
so thankful. Artists just can’t complete
their visions without the public behind
them.”

YEAR
Continued from D1
“Another Year.” Mary is the
kind of melodramatic middleage woman who is so utterly
terrified of growing old and
lonely that every syllable out
of her mouth, every gesture
of her body is freighted with
a kind of clingy desperation
that is just this side of outright
panic.
As the title suggests, the
action of the film takes place
over the course of a year and
the narrative is neatly dissected into four parts to coincide
with the four seasons. The
central figures in the film are
husband and wife Tom and
Gerri (Jim Broadbent and
Ruth Sheen). He’s a geologist; she’s a therapist. They
are each everything Mary is
not — happily married, lowkey, possessed of a serene and
light-hearted personality.
Mary is a family friend of
the couple — Mary and Gerri
are co-workers at a London
clinic — and she represents
an all-too-common social phenomenon: the one-sided friendship. Mary barges in on her
friends, dragging in her many
neurotic obsessions, desperately play-acting at being the
hip, single, unbound woman

BIUTIFUL
Continued from D1
conscience torments him for
it. His estranged wife, who is
sleeping with his brother, is
bipolar and thus unfit to look
after the couple’s two schoolage children.
And on top of all that,
Uxbal’s dying. An advanced
case of prostate cancer has
him peeing blood and wearing
adult diapers. Yet life doesn’t
stand still for his suffering.
Stoically, he goes on trying to
figure out how to get through
the day in one piece.
The film is directed by Alejandro Gonzalez Iñárritu,
known for his intriguingly
intricate and knotty plots
in “Babel,” “21 Grams” and
“Amores Perros.” The narrative here is decidedly simpler, without the interlocking subplots. But the themes
that have informed Iñárritu’s
previous films — namely, the

SONY PICTURES CLASSICS

Lesley Manville delivers an amazing performance as nervous,
clingy Mary in Mike Leigh’s ‘Another Year.’
about town. But she is really
only interested in drawing out
emotional reassurances from
both Tom and Gerri, who
exhibit the patience of Buddha
with her. As for what Tom and
Gerri get out of their friendship from Mary, other than a
kind of bittersweet entertainment, well, that remains a
mystery.
Into this arena steps another desperately unhappy family friend, a male counterpart
to Mary. He is white-haired,
obese, self-pitying Ken (Peter
Wight). While Mary expresses
her misery by grabbing onto
any scrap of kindness offered
by others, Ken treats his like a
giant fire inside him that can

only be squelched by constant
eating, drinking and smoking.
(Actor Wight spends almost
every second of his on-screen
time consuming impressive
portions of food, wine and cigarettes. You only hope Leigh
didn’t insist on too many
takes, lest the poor man keel
over dead there on the set).
While Ken and Mary seem
like a match made in hell,
Mary loathes the very sight
of Ken. A scene in a parked
car in which Ken makes a
wince-inducing grope towards
Mary ranks as only one of the
many awkward scenes in the
movie. Another features Tom
and Gerri’s adult son Joe
(Oliver Maltman) who deftly

bats away Mary’s pathetically cougar-esque flirtations as
she attempts to lure him into
a treehouse.
Yet all this serves only as
preamble to Mary’s encounter with Ronnie (David Bradley) Tom’s grief-stricken older brother who meets Mary
shortly after the death of his
wife. Ronnie is as stoic as a
cigar-store Indian, and, as
such, serves as a particularly
effective reflection of all of
Mary’s insecurities, as she
projects onto him all she’s
hoping to find in a man.
“Another Year” is full of
beautifully realized human
portrayals and its extreme
contrast between the contented
and the miserable never lapse
into stereotype. Lesley Manville, in portraying a woman
who communicates everything
on her face that she hides in
her words, gives a performance for the ages, and director Leigh finds just the right
tone of empathy and humor to
make the whole thing feel as
real as your own kitchen and
your own circle of friends.
Leigh is nominated for an
Academy Award this year in
the Best Original Screenplay
category this year. In your
rush to see the big Oscar contenders, don’t miss this one.
It’s one of the finest of the
bunch.

immigrants for quickie jobs,
he convinces himself that
he’s helping them find work.
Inarritu’s films often use
tragedy to expose a character’s true nature, and in this
case, a tragedy springs ironically from a modest show of
humanity on Uxbal’s part,
offering proof that not only
is goodness its own reward,
often it is also its own punishment.
The misery in “Biutiful”
is unrelenting and, after a
while, the film’s close-ups
and cramped interiors begin
to feel suffocating. There is no
payoff for the somber, desperate tone of the film; no one is
going to compare this to “The
LIDDELL ENTERTAINMENT King’s Speech.”
The film works well, howJavier Bardem is the ﬁrst actor in a fully Spanish-speaking role to
ever, as a study in suffering,
be nominated for Oscar’s Best Actor award.
and as an exploration of what
ways morality struggles to ing acting performance as a a strong man of compassion
conform to the increasingly man with an impulse toward does when pressed down by
complicated contemporary decency who is nevertheless the impossible burdens of the
world — is front and center caught in the maw of ugly world. In Bardem, “Biutiful”
in “Biutiful.”
circumstances. Even as he has an actor worthy of carryBardem delivers a tower- pimps out a group of Asian ing that weight.
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Santa Cruz’s Clifford Henderson has just published her third
novel, the family drama ‘Maye’s Request.’

Santa Cruz
novelist ﬁnds
her niche
By WALLACE BAINE
wbaine@santacruzsentinel.com

When Clifford Henderson
first ventured out into the
publishing industry with
her debut novel “The Middle of Somewhere,” she got
nowhere.
“The publishing world is
just so unbelievably skittish
about a lesbian protagonist,”
she said. As a result, she kept
hitting brick walls. One publisher, however, the upstate
New York-based Bold Stroke
Books, laid out the welcome
mat.
Bold Stroke specializes
in gay and lesbian fiction
and Henderson’s style was
exactly to its liking. “Somewhere” and, her second book,
“Spanking New,” were both
acclaimed in LGBT circles.
Now, the Santa Cruz writer and performer, who will
appear tonight at the Bookshop Santa Cruz, is back with
her third novel, a twisted
family yarn titled “Maye’s
Request,” and, befitting its
title, this one was written by
the request of Bold Stroke
Books.
“I never thought there was
such a thing as (gay and lesbian fiction). I never knew
it was its own niche,” she
said.
“Maye’s Request” is the
story of a young woman
named Bean trying to deal
with her fractious family
situation, which has turned
into a love triangle between
her mother, her father and
another woman, who happens to be her dad’s twin sister and her mother’s new lover. The mother, Maye, suffers
from a rare nervous-system
disorder known as GuillainBarre syndrome and asks her
daughter to attempt to heal
the rift between her husband
and his sister.
Henderson said the new
book is delivered in a different style than her debut novel, which was light and comic in tone. “It’s a little more

IF YOU GO
CLIFFORD
HENDERSON

AUTHOR OF: ‘Maye’s
Request’
WHEN: 7:30 p.m. tonight
WHERE: Bookshop Santa
Cruz, 1520 Paciﬁc Ave.,
Santa Cruz
COST: Free
DETAILS: www.
bookshopsantacruz.com
NOTE: Henderson will also
appear with Loose Cannon
Theater on Saturday at 8
p.m. at the Broadway
Playhouse, 526 Broadway,
Santa Cruz. Tickets are
$10. Details:
www.funinstitute.com
intense,” she said. “It deals
with family secrets, and that
can get kind of juicy. So, I figured, why not just jump into
the snake pit?”
Henderson is well-known
throughout Santa Cruz
County for her long work
with the Fun Institute, an
organization that offers
classes and techniques in
improv and performance
that she runs with partner
Dixie Cox. Henderson is also
a part of the Loose Cannon
Theater improv troupe that
will perform on Saturday at
the Broadway Playhouse.
She is now grappling with
the double-edge sword of
being a niche writer. She is
able to enjoy the nurturing
environment of a self-selected fan base, but she risks
being pigeonholed.
“There’s this idea out
there that ‘lesbian fiction’ is
just romance writing. It’s so
much more than that, in so
many different genres. I’ve
developed a big fan base of
readers who aren’t gay. This
isn’t a gay people’s book.
It’s all about good story and
good character. I’m just writing a book that I would like
to read.”
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We will be RE-OPENING again on
Thursday Feb. 10th - Ready to take your
Valentine’s reservations!
Come and check out your freshly painted- but still
un-changed favorite Manuel’s Mexican Restaurant then!

261 Center Avenue, Aptos 688.4848
State Park Drive Exit @ Seacliff Beach Entrance
www.manuelsrestaurant.com

